Distributed parameter arterial tree modeling using D mode ultrasound images
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Abstract
Distributed parameter arterial tree model, based on transmission line theory is proposed. Adequacy of the model is confirmed using noninvasive “in vivo” ultrasound Doppler images. Ultrasound measurements in three characteristic locations of human arterial tree are performed. Comprised model enables to acquire typical blood flow time functions in 40 arteries. Parameters of the model are related to relevant geometrical and mechanical arteries properties. The model can be used in the research into the influence of blood vessel mechanical parameters on the form of flow time function as well as when estimating possibilities of diagnostics of blood flow system lesion.
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Introduction
Due to its vital role human blood circulation has been investigated and modeled by many researches. Various models, including those based on calculation of Navier-Stokes equations [1] and finite element method [2], has been proposed in past decade. These methods are relatively precise, i.e. they evaluate complex and often non-linear effects of blood circulation. They require significant computational efforts and usually are employed only for small blood-vessel segments: stenosis, bifurcation sites. A little simpler approach – electric or electrohemodynamic analogy models. From this group widely used are two, three or even four element Windkessel models [3]. They give lumped representation of a heart-circulatory system and can help to understand how the arterial system functions, can be used as a realistic load in isolated heart studies and can form the basis for the estimating arterial system parameters. However, it’s important to note, that pulse wave transmission doesn’t exist in Windkessel type models. Distributed parameters models can be also identified belonging to electric analogy group. Distributed models [4] account for the geometry, oscillatory flow theory and viscoelastic properties of the arterial wall. They allow the study of wave travel, reflections, the understanding of pressures and flows at different locations in the arterial tree.

In the modelling of blood circulation, an important task is the diagnostics of damage to arteries. Such pathologic blood vessel lesion as the reduction of elasticity properties, change of wall width, emergence of formations of stenotic nature, etc. generally relate to mechanic properties of blood vessels and parameters of blood flow. Awareness of this allows deciding about the progress and degree of lesion.

Adequacy validation is essential element for the blood circulation modelling. Noninvasive “in vivo” methods and techniques are desirable to employ the model for the routine medical diagnostic. Ultrasound imagining is universal, reliable and cost-effective technique. D mode ultrasound has been widely accepted diagnostic tool for over forty years and allows not only to measure blood flow velocity, but also to assess important parameters of the circulation, i.e. pulsatility index, resistive index, systolic-diastolic ratio and etc.

The purpose of this work is to propose human distributed arterial tree model, which adequacy can be validated using “in vivo” noninvasive ultrasound images, intended to investigate the possibility to evaluate artery mechanical properties.

Method
The major assumptions for the proposed model:
- Hooke’s law applies to artery wall, i.e. modulus of elasticity (E) is not affected by blood pressure;
- Flow resistance (R), compliance (C) and inertance (L) are constant, i.e. not affected by blood pressure and flow in artery segment;
- Blood is Newtonian, i.e., viscosity is constant.

The basic idea of the distributed model is to break up the arterial tree into small segments whose geometry and mechanical properties are known. Furthermore each segment can be represented using transmission line theory (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Transmission line representation of artery segment (A) and \( \Delta z \) length section of a transmission line (B)

For the small \( \Delta z \) section the constitutive equations are:
\[
- \frac{\partial P}{\partial z} = (R^* + j\omega L^*) \cdot Q,
\]
\[
- \frac{\partial Q}{\partial z} = j\omega C \cdot P,
\]
where $P$ – blood pressure; $Q$ – blood flow; $R, C, L$ - artery resistance, capacitance and conductance; $z$ – artery segment length; \( \omega = 2\pi f \) angular heart frequency; $f$ – frequency.

Heart and aortic valve correspond to a voltage source, which signal dynamics match typical blood pressure change over time, measured below the aortic valve, i.e. in the origin of the ascending aorta (Fig. 2). Signal period is 0.8 s and 1 V represents 100 mmHg.

**Fig. 2. Dynamics of the voltage source signal**

Arterial tree model is shown in Fig. 4. It is comprised of 40 main artery tree segments, each of which is represented by the corresponding transmission line (Fig. 1). Properties of some arteries are presented in Table 1 [5].

The Poiseuille’s law shows that artery resistance depends on the length $l$, radius $r$ of the vessel and viscosity $\eta$ of blood:

$$R = \frac{8 \cdot \eta \cdot l}{\pi \cdot r^4}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

It’s assumed, that every artery wall is straight and uniform in the whole length, blood flow is laminar and cross-sectional blood velocity profile is parabolic.

Artery area compliance $C_A$ is related to the elastic modulus $E$ by the following expression:

$$C_A = \frac{2 \cdot \pi \cdot r^3}{E \cdot h},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $h$ – artery wall thickness.

Artery inertance can be derived from the Newton’s equation:

$$L = \rho \cdot \frac{l}{A},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\rho$ – blood density.

Using above equations, corresponding properties for the transmission lines are evaluated (Table 1).

**Table 1. Arteries properties and transmission line parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artery name</th>
<th>$l$, m</th>
<th>$r$, m</th>
<th>$h$, m</th>
<th>$C_A$, N/m²</th>
<th>$R$, ( \Omega/m )</th>
<th>$L$, H/m</th>
<th>$C$, F/m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal aorta</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common carotid</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brachial</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>112.7</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femoral</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>121.4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior tibial</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>167.2</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ultrasound Doppler system is used to acquire D mode images from various human arteries (Fig. 3). We can calculate mean blood flow $Q_{mean}$, which is related to corresponding mean velocity $V_{mean}$:

$$Q_{mean} = A \cdot V_{mean}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Fig. 5 shows mean blood flow calculated in common carotid artery. All image processing are performed using MATLAB programming package.

**Fig. 3. Common carotid artery D mode ultrasound image**
Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the arterial tree model
Results

Ultrasound measurements were performed with Ultrasonic Blood Flow Detector UDD-03, developed in the medical electronic laboratory [7]. It allows acquiring Doppler signal time function primary data in real time.

Measurements were performed “in vivo” in three characteristic locations of a volunteer – left common carotid (carotis communis sinistra), left brachial (brachialis sinistra) and left ulnar (ulinaris sinistra) arteries. For each artery measurement was repeated 12 times. To evaluate adequacy of the proposed tree model, “in vivo” measured blood flow functions were compare to corresponding functions acquired during modeling (Figs. 5 and 6).

Relevant circulation indices, i.e. pulsatility (PI), resistive (RI) indices and systolic-diastolic ratio (S/D), were calculated both for measured, and for modeled blood flow (Table 2). Mean standard deviation: PI – 18%, RI – 3%, S/D – 6%.

Fig. 5. Modeled (continuous) and measured (dashed) mean blood flow time functions for the left common carotid artery

Fig. 6. Modeled (continuous) and measured (dashed) mean blood flow time functions for the left ulnar artery

Relevant circulation indices and relevant mechanical parameter - elastic modulus - were modeled (Figs. 7 and 8). Modulus values were increased and decreased for the whole artery tree and PI, RI where calculated, respectively. Character of the modeled relationships of all investigated arteries is similar.

Table 2. Measured and modeled circulation indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artery</th>
<th>Measured</th>
<th>Modeled</th>
<th>Inadequancy %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>RI</td>
<td>S/D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left common carotid</td>
<td>2,65</td>
<td>0,89</td>
<td>9,43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left brachial</td>
<td>2,41</td>
<td>0,86</td>
<td>6,42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left ulnar</td>
<td>2,1</td>
<td>0,78</td>
<td>4,47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Modeled PI and E relationship for the left common carotid artery

Discussion

Proposed arterial tree model enables to acquire typical blood flow time functions in main peripheral arteries. Model adequacy was confirmed using noninvasive ultrasound doppler images. Mean inadequancy of the modeled and measured blood circulation indices – 17%. This is quite good achievement considering that mean standard deviation is 9%. One of the reasons for the inadequancy is the model assumptions taken into account, which simplifies complex and nonlinear blood circulation nature. Another important moment is the evaluation of the arteries properties. Mechanical and geometrical properties of the modeled arteries were indicated in literature and are only an approximate. Supposedly, arteries properties are varying for each individual depending on blood circulation characteristics. Thus the model should be carefully matched.
to an individual before certain medical diagnostic outcomes acquired.

Model parameters are related to three important circulation factors, i.e. blood inertance, hemodynamic resistance and compliance of the arteries. The latter can be expressed using mechanical and geometrical artery properties, i.e. radius, wall thickness and elastic modulus. Thus after the model matching and adequacy confirmation, there is a possibility to evaluate the relevant mechanical index – elastic modulus. Modeling results showed, that decrease of the elasticity of the arteries, results in decrease of PI and vice versa. Also we observe inverse relationship of the elastic modulus and RI. It is obvious that PI indicates blood flow fluctuation (pulsation) in a heart beat. RI on the other hand, reveals resistance to the blood flow. Hence modeled relationships indicate increase of the blood flow pulsation and decrease of the resistance resulted from the increased elasticity of the arteries and vice versa.
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